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“…labour may
rival weather
as the biggest
challenge to
growers in the
future.”

The Perfect Storm – Labour Demand

•
•

UK unemployment 4.3% – lowest since 1975
EU unemployment falling – Germany 3.6%, Poland
4.6%, Romania 5%

The Perfect Storm – Labour Supply
• Near UK full employment
• Regular, easier, better
paid work available
• Rising EU pay and work
availability increasing
competition for labour
• No new labour markets
• Devalued £ on wages
• Brexit effect on workers
• Negative press stories

Environment Food and Rural Affairs
Committee Report – “Feeding the nation:
labour constraints” – April 2017
1. “We do not share the confidence of the Government that
the sector does not have a problem: on the contrary,
evidence submitted to this inquiry suggests the current
problem is in danger of becoming a crisis if urgent
measures are not taken to fill the gaps in labour supply.”
2. It is apparent that the statistics used by the Government
are unable to provide a proper indication of agriculture’s
labour needs.
3. It is vital that the labour supply available to the agriculture
and horticulture sectors does not suddenly dry up
…following the UK’s exit from the EU.

2017 Season
Labour Supply and Quality down
• 48% report labour supply down
on 2016 (22% up)
• 30% of LPs not able to source
and supply sufficient workers
for 2017 late summer

• 50% say the quality of workers is worse than 12
months ago. Less than 10% say that it is better

2017 Season
Cost of Labour Up
• Over 40% of LPs
report clients had
increased wages to attract workers

• 2/3 LPs have had to invest more into sourcing
workers increasing the cost of labour
• Plus NLW increases, apprenticeship levy and
Pension Auto Enrolment

2018 Season

Will be much worse
• Supply and quality continue
to fall as employment levels
rise throughout EU and UK
less of a country of choice
• 45% of LPs expect not to be
able to source and supply
sufficient workers for the
2017 Christmas peak
“It is pretty clear that we are facing a complete trainwreck
of a season next year. This season was hard, but 2018 will
be a completely different ball game”.

Action at a political level
“Brexit must mean control of the number of people who come
to Britain from Europe. And that is what we will deliver.”
• During EU exit negotiations,
Home Office not in debate about
future immigration policy
• Current EU workers will stay
• Evidence based "selective
approach" based on the UK's
economic and social needs.
• Seasonal workers and sector
based schemes
• Intense political pressure to limit
low skilled immigration

Immigration – Public Opinion
• 86% want high-skilled EU migration to
stay at the same level as now or
increase, however
• 64% say they would like low-skilled
EU immigration numbers reduced
• 63% agree that ‘The government
should replace the net migration
target with separate targets for
different types of immigration, like
skilled and low-skilled workers.’
• 63% would prefer the number of fruit
pickers coming to Britain to increase
or stay the same

Action at a political level
• Government commissioned the
Migration Advisory Committee (MAC)
to advise on the economic and social
impacts of the UK’s exit from the
European Union and on how the UK’s
immigration system should be aligned
with a modern industrial strategy.
• MAC approach is based on
maximising the “total welfare of the
resident population” rather than
whether immigration is good or bad
for business.
• Deadline of September 2018 for the
MAC to report back.

The Industry
Challenge to Defra
1. “It is apparent that the statistics used by the Government are unable
to provide a proper indication of agriculture’s labour needs.
Defra should commission robust official statistical data and evidence
on which employment and immigration policies may be reliably based
2. “We further note the Home Office’s assertion that a new SAWS could
be introduced very quickly—in five or six months.”
Defra should research, call for evidence and work collaboratively to
develop model seasonal and sector based schemes which are ready
to be implemented once political decisions are made
3. “The current problem is in danger of becoming a crisis if urgent
measures are not taken to fill the gaps in labour supply.”
Defra must be a leader and champion for our sector, fighting our
corner to find a way through the politics to ensure the UK food
industry is not irreparably damaged by labour and skills shortages

Building a Model Seasonal Workers
Scheme fit for the future
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How will it operate?
How many workers?
From where?
For what roles?
For how long?
By who?
Fair for workers?

Action at an industry sector level
• Sector trade associations FDF/NFU/
FPC/BRC/ALP collaborating to lobby
• But, we need national labour and
skills task force, made up of industry
experts, which:
1. Looks at every way we can support
our sector at a national level
2. Is funded and resourced to bring
together good practice and to
produce pragmatic tools, resources
and training, making this available to
every UK manufacturer and grower

Action at a site level – Get involved,
contribute, make a noise
• Contact your MP
• Respond to surveys
• Write to Defra Access to
Labour Team
• Write to the Home Office
Immigration Minister
• Speak to the media
• Tell your story

Action at a site level – Become expert at
Workforce Planning, Labour Sourcing and
Retention Planning
• Labour provider partnership
• Labour sourcing routes and
methods - maximise returners
• Model labour demand
• Plan early for peaks
• Turnover, retention and labour
provider metrics
• Crisis and contingency plan

Action at a site level – Be a good place to
work so that people want to join and stay
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regular work
Reasonable pay & benefits
Decent supervisors
Treat fairly & with respect
Fair to agency workers
Good accommodation
Good work environment
Safe and healthy
Inclusive and involving
Opportunity to advance

Association of Labour Providers (ALP)
• Trade association formed in 2004 at
the instigation of the Defra, to
represent and support
organisations that supply the
workforce to the agricultural, food
manufacturing and wider consumer
goods supply chains
• ALP promotes responsible labour
sourcing and supply and our
mission is for “Labour provision in
the UK consumer goods supply
chain to be recognised as a model
of good practice.”
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